Effective Monday, December 16th, 2013
Due to construction, the southbound alignment of lines #18, #80, #84 will be changed between Lane Avenue and W Woodruff Avenue.

Due to construction, effective Monday, December 16th, the lines #18, #80, and #84 southbound alignment will be changed to travel north on Tuttle Park Place, east on Neil Avenue, east on Lane Avenue, and south on High Street returning to normal alignment. The northbound alignment will not be affected. Construction is projected to be completed the first week of January.

The following stops in the southbound direction will be closed during construction:
- Woodruff and Tuttle Park (StopID: 3833)
- Woodruff and Boyd Lab (StopID: 7161)
- Woodruff and N College (StopID: 3834)

Please use the following stops instead:
- Neil and Curl (StopID: 6672)
- High and 18th (StopID: 3957)

COTA adheres to a policy of non-discrimination to ensure that no person is excluded from participation in, denied the benefits of, or subjected to discrimination on the grounds of race, color, or national origin, with regards to both COTA services and facilities.

COTA Customer Service Center Tel: 614-228-1776 or 614-275-5878 (TTY)
www.cota.com